Nanomagnetic oscillator is a key component for radio-frequency (RF) signal generation in many nano-scale spintronic devices. However, the actuation mechanisms of nanomagnetic oscillators are mostly current-based, which is energy inefficient at nanoscale due to Joule heating. In this study, we present a new actuation mechanism for nanomagnetic oscillator with pure voltage input using a multiferroic structure. An AC voltage with a DC bias is applied to the piezoelectric substrate, and steady perpendicular magnetic oscillation is achieved in the attached Ni disk when the frequency of the voltage matches the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) of the Ni disk. The FMR can be tuned by simply changing the voltage bias, therefore, the oscillation frequency has a wide range. A systematic simulation study is conducted to investigate the impact of the voltage amplitude, frequency, waveform, as well as the thickness of the magnet on the magnetic oscillation. This opens new possibilities of designing energy efficient nanomagnetic oscillators using multiferroics that have large amplitude and wide frequency range.
Nanomagnetic oscillator has been used for many applications including nano-scale RF signal generator [1] [2] [3] , microwave-assisted recording, nano-scale magnetic field sensor 4 , and neuromorphic computing hardware 5 . In a conventional nanomagnetic oscillator, steady magnetic oscillation is achieved when the spin torque induced by the applied current cancels with the Gilbert damping. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] However, the current-driven magnetic oscillation can be significantly powerconsuming at nanoscale due to Joule heating. In contrast, voltage-driven magnetic oscillation can be potentially more energy efficient due to negligible Joule heating. The strain-mediated multiferroics is one of the voltage-based magnetization control mechanism. Static magnetization control by multiferroics has been demonstrated both numerically and experimentally. [11] [12] [13] [14] There are also some work on using multiferroics for dynamic magnetization control, such as spin wave generation 15, 16 and ferromagnetic resonance driven by surface acoustic wave on piezoelectric substrate 17, 18 . However, there is few research on voltage-driven nanomagnetic oscillators.
One preliminary work on using strain-mediated multiferroics to drive magnetic oscillation simulates an ellipse magnet with in-plane anisotropy. 19 The magnetic oscillation is drive by a pair of off-axis electrodes on the piezoelectric substrate. The cone angle of the in-plane oscillation amplitude, however, is only 90 degree, which is limited by its mechanism of oscillating between easy and hard axes. There is lack of frequency modulation mechanism, which is one of the most important features of nanomagnetic oscillators. Therefore, a more systematic simulation is desired to develop a voltage-driven nanomagnetic oscillators with large oscillation amplitude and wide tunable frequency range.
In this study, a nano-scale Ni disk with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) is studied as the oscillator. It is shown that the perpendicular oscillator can have large oscillation amplitude (magnetization oscillates between two easy axes m z = +1 and m z = -1) and wide frequency tunability.
A 3D finite element model that couples micromagnetics, electrostatics, and elastodynamics is used to simulate the strain mediated multiferroic system. Assumptions include linear elasticity, linear piezoelectricity, as well as negligible electromagnetic radiation, thermal fluctuations and magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The precessional magnetic dynamics are governed by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation:
where m is the normalized magnetization, ' is the vacuum permittivity, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and α is the Gilbert damping parameter. +,, is the effective magnetic field defined by 
, where E is the Young's modulus and B is the saturation magnetostriction coefficient of the magnetic material. The Ni material parameters used in the analysis are: α = 0.038, _ = 4.8×10 a A/m, exchange stiffness +1 = 1.05×10 IPP J/m (used in +1 ), and _ = −34 ppm, Young's modulus E = 180 GPa, density = 8900 kg/m 3 , and Poisson's ratio = 0.31.
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In equation 2 for H ME , is the total strain consisting of two parts: = h + , where h is the piezostrain, and Di = 1.5 _ ( D i − Di /3) is the strain contribution due to isotropic magnetostriction, Di is Kronecker delta function 21 . The piezostrain h is determined using the linear piezoelectric constitution equations:
where is stress, D is electric displacement, E is electric field, 9 is the piezoelectric compliance matrix under constant electric field, d and p are the piezoelectric coupling matrix and its transpose, and u is electric permittivity matrix measured under constant stress. More details about the simulation setup can be found in the publications by Liang et al. 12, 26 Figure 1 
Assume the strain along y axis UU as the main contributing component to the magnetoelastic field because other strain components are either tensile or negligibly small, the magnetoelastic can be expressed as:
Then the total effective field can be written as:
Here the PMA effect is taken into consideration as a preset 2000 ppm strain given the fact that UU ≈ −2000 is the minimum required strain to overcome PMA. To further simplify the calculation, we take m y = 0.2 instead of a temporally variant value.
Plugging equation (7) into (5) amplitude is drawn as the dashed line in Fig. 2(e) .
Except for changing voltage amplitude, another way to shift the FMR of the magnetic disk is by changing its geometry. Fig. 3 compares the results of the multiferroic magnetic oscillators with 2 nm and 1.8 nm thicknesses. Fig. 3(a) shows that the 4 V at 3.2 GHz can excite steady magnetic oscillation, however, the same voltage application does not work when the thickness is decreased to 1.8 nm, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . As shown in Fig. 3(c) , the steady oscillation occurs again for the 1.8 nm thick disk when the applied voltage is increased to 4.3 V. The explanation is as follows. The PMA is inversely proportional to the magnet's thickness, so the 1.8 nm oscillator has stronger PMA hence requires higher voltage to overcome the PMA. This means the FMR curve for the 1.8 nm oscillator will shift towards right compared to the 2 nm oscillator (shown in Fig. 2(e) ), as the intersection point of the FMR curve on x axis corresponds to the minimum voltage required to overcome PMA. Therefore, the 1.8 nm oscillator requires higher voltage to achieve a steady magnetic oscillation at the same frequency. In contrast, the length of voltage-off stage has more flexibility and can be tuned to achieve an arbitrary overall oscillation frequency. Fig. 4 Consequently, a steady magnetic oscillation with an overall much lower frequency (i.e., 0.55 GHz) is achieved by using the asymmetric voltage profile. .9sin (2 ' ), and a steady magnetic oscillation is achieved as shown in Fig. 5(c) . In other words, the sinusoidal wave built in this way is equivalent to the square wave in exciting magnetic oscillation. Since sinusoidal waves are easier to generate by source meters than square waves, this provides a potentially easier way to achieve the purely voltage driven magnetic oscillations in future devices. GHz.
In conclusion, a new magnetic oscillator mechanism is proposed and an alternate voltage applied to the piezoelectric substrate can excite steady magnetic oscillation. The oscillation 
